Parts of Speech Worksheet

Directions: Circle and label the Noun, Adjective, Verb, or Adverb in each sentence.

1. Grandma talked happily to the frolicking sea lions (5).

2. The seabirds squawked sharply as they divided (4).

3. Andy greeted the girl and grandma warmly (5).

4. He guided them expertly through the Galapagos Islands (5).

5. Grandma wrote about the islands regularly in her diary (6).

6. The girl recorded the trip in her diary (4).

7. Andy and the girl looked eagerly at the creatures on the shore (6).

8. Grandma and the girl jumped quickly off the boat (5).

9. The girl saw sea creatures clearly through a face mask (5).

10. She looked carefully at the yellow fish (5).

11. Swiftly the sea lions surrounded grandma and the girl (5).

12. The sea lions chased and nipped one another playfully (4).
13. We watched the colorful creatures swim through the dark water (7).

14. Jennifer smiled shyly at the students in her new class (5).

15. The teacher helped the student with her difficult homework (5).